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ABSTRACT

 

—Red-green color vision in primates is unique in the sense that it is mediated by two photo-
receptor cells that are indistinguishable in all aspects except for their visual pigments. In order to generate
an animal model for investigation of the interaction between red-green inputs at the molecular level, we
applied knock-in technology and X-chromosome inactivation machinery to make a mouse model with cone
cells possessing visual pigments with different spectral sensitivities. We introduced a S308A point mutation
into the Green opsin gene allele on the X-chromosome. This manipulation generated a 24 nm red-shift of
absorption maximum in the cone pigment with negligible functional differences in other molecular proper-
ties. Amplitudes of responses in ERG and ganglion cell recordings of homozygotes were similar to those
of wild-types, although the spectral sensitivities differed. Heterozygotes showed variable spectral sensitiv-
ities of ganglion cell responses due to the different integration of the native and the S308A cone inputs
on the dendritic fields. 

 

In situ

 

 hybridization experiments showed that cone cells with respective pigments
formed patch-like clusters of specific 

 

L

 

 cone-types, approximately 30 

 

µ

 

m in diameter, which were randomly
distributed in the dorsal region of the retinas. Since the patch-like clustering was arranged by X-inactiva-
tion, such clustering could be present in the peripheral retinas of New World monkeys with polymorphic

 

L

 

 pigments, indicating that our mice would be a suitable model to study evolution of the mammalian color
vision system.
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INTRODUCTION

 

Color processing in vertebrates begins with integration
of inputs from cone cells of different spectral sensitivities by
subsequent neural cells. Because the spectral responses of
the cone cells reflect the spectral sensitivities of the visual
pigments in the cells, color discrimination depends on the
number of visual pigments with distinct spectral sensitivities

present in different kinds of photoreceptor cells. Vertebrate
cone pigments have diverged into four groups (

 

S

 

, 

 

M

 

1

 

, 

 

M

 

2

 

,
and 

 

L

 

) during the course of molecular evolution, and each
group contains visual pigments whose absorption maxima
are quite similar to each other but different from those of
other groups (Okano 

 

et al

 

., 1992). Most vertebrates, from
ichthyoids to avians, have four cone pigments belonging to
each group, and are thought to have tetrachromatic (or
trichromatic) color vision. On the other hand, most mammals
have only two kinds of cone pigments that belong to the 

 

S

 

and 

 

L

 

 groups. Old World and some New World primates
recruited trichromatic color vision by duplicating the 

 

L

 

 visual
pigment gene during the course of evolution (for reviews,
see Tovée, 1994). Furthermore, color opponent signals can
be generated in horizontal cells in lower vertebrates (for
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recent reviews, see Twig 

 

et al

 

., 2003) and in ganglion cells
in mammals (Wienrich and Zrenner, 1984; Hemmi 

 

et al

 

.,
2002). Therefore, changes in the number of photoreceptor
cells with distinctive spectral sensitivities during the course
of vertebrate evolution could dynamically modify the neural
network systems that govern color discrimination.

In Old World primates that have recovered trichromatic
color vision, the outputs from the 

 

S

 

 (Blue) cone cells and the
summation of the two 

 

L

 

 (Red and Green) cone cells are pro-
cessed by the morphologically distinctive synaptic junctions
(Dacey and Lee, 1994; Dacey, 1996; Calkins 

 

et al

 

., 1998).
However, except for their visual pigments, the Red and
Green cone cells are indistinguishable in all aspects,
namely, morphology, physiology, retinal distribution and so
on (Mariani, 1984; Schneeweis and Schnapf, 1999; Roorda

 

et al

 

., 2001). This situation is more prominent in New World
primates. In contrast to Old World primates in which each X-
chromosome carries two kinds of 

 

L

 

 (Red and Green) genes
in a tandem arrangement, most New World primates have
only a single 

 

L

 

 gene on one X-chromosome. However, the

 

L

 

 gene is highly polymorphic in spectral sensitivity so that
females with polymorphic 

 

L

 

 genes in each X-chromosome
exhibit red-green color discrimination (Tovée, 1994; Jacobs

 

et al

 

., 1996). These results emphasize that in primate red-
green color vision, the same types of photoreceptor cells
exhibiting differences in spectral sensitivities of visual pig-
ments can contribute to formation of a network system for
Red-Green color discrimination. Thus it is of interest to
investigate the mechanism by which inputs of similar cone
cells can be converted to signals of color discrimination. For
this purpose, we have been studying visual systems in pro-
tanopic macaque monkeys that have a Blue gene and a sin-
gle Red-Green hybrid genes (Onishi 

 

et al

 

., 1999, 2002;
Hanazawa 

 

et al

 

., 2001), and protanomalia chimpanzees that
have a Blue gene, a Green gene, and a single Red-Green
hybrid genes (Saito 

 

et al

 

., 2003; Terao 

 

et al

 

., 2005). A sim-
ilar approach has been performed in New World primates
(Jacobs and Neitz, 1985; Ghosh 

 

et al

 

., 1996; Jacobs 

 

et al

 

.,
1996; Wilder 

 

et al

 

., 1996; Goodchild and Martin, 1998; Chan

 

et al

 

., 2001; Solomon, 2002). However, primates would not
be suitable for investigation at a molecular level, partly
because of lower fertility and longer generation time.

In this study, we attempted to generate an animal
model in order to study the processing mechanism of color
signals from two cone photoreceptor cells of identical phys-
iological, morphological and genetic backgrounds but carry-
ing visual pigments with only different spectral sensitivities.
For this purpose, we used knock-in technology to generate
mice expressing a visual pigment that exhibited an absorp-
tion maximum different from that present in the native Green
cone cells. Since wild-type mice have a single X-linked 

 

L

 

gene (Green gene), we generated our model by mimicking
the allelic trichromacy seen in New World primates. We
attempted to generate a cone pigment having a different
absorption maximum by introducing a single amino acid
substitution into the exon region of the Green gene allele,

because replacement that does not disturb the exon-intron
arrangement is supposed to lead to similar transcription and
translation as seen in the wild-type. We further examined
the molecular properties of the mutant pigment before gen-
erating mice with this pigment in their retinas. Our biophys-
ical experiments clearly showed that the S308A point
mutant exhibited an absorption maximum 24 nm red-shifted
from the wild-type pigment (Sun 

 

et al

 

., 1997), but retained
its other molecular properties, including photosensitivity,
hydroxylamine sensitivity, G-protein activation rate, and life-
time of the meta-II intermediate, characteristic of cone pig-
ments as compared to the rod pigment, rhodopsin (Shichida
and Imai, 1998). On the other hand, we introduced a 37 bp
silent mutation neighboring the S308A mutation site to dis-
criminate the wild-type and mutant mRNAs for 

 

in situ

 

 hybrid-
ization. The results clearly showed that the newly introduced
gene was expressed at similar quantities but in different
photoreceptor cells as a result of X-chromosome inactiva-
tion. Combined with the results obtained by electrophysiol-
ogy, 

 

in situ

 

 hybridization and immunostaining, the suitability
of this mouse model for investigation of red-green color
vision in primates is discussed.

 

MATERIALS AND METHODS

 

Spectroscopy

 

Mouse rhodopsin, UV, and Green pigments (wild-type: mGWT
and S308A: mGS308A) were expressed in the HEK293T cell lines,
as previously reported (Imai 

 

et al

 

., 2000). These pigments, with the
exception of the rhodopsin, were tagged with an 1D4 epitope
sequence (8-aa C-terminal of bovine rhodopsin; ETSQVAPA). The
expressed pigments were regenerated by incubation with 11-

 

cis

 

-
retinal, extracted by 0.75% CHAPS/0.8 mg/ml PC buffer (50 mM
HEPES, 140 mM NaCl, and 1 mM MgCl

 

2

 

, pH 6.5), and purified with
an 1D4 antibody-conjugated column. The UV-vis absorption spectra
were recorded using a Shimadzu Model MPS-2000 spectrophotom-
eter interfaced with an NEC PC-9801 computer. The thermal con-
version rates from meta-II to meta-III intermediates of wild-type and
S308A Green pigments were monitored at 2

 

°

 

C, as previously
reported (Kuwayama 

 

et al

 

., 2002). Namely, the absorption spectra
were continuously measured after 3 second irradiation with 

 

λ

 

>510
nm and 

 

λ

 

>540 nm light for the wild-type and S308A pigments,
respectively. Hydroxylamine sensitivity was determined by the addi-
tion of 100 mM hydroxylamine to the pigments at 20

 

°

 

C under dark
conditions; spectra were subsequently recorded at several time
points.

 

G-protein activation assays

 

Light-induced activations of bovine rod transducin by rhodop-
sin, mGWT and mGS308A were measured using a GTP

 

γ

 

S-binding
assay at 4

 

°

 

C, as described previously (Terakita 

 

et al

 

., 1998; Das 

 

et
al

 

., 2004). Mouse rhodopsin, mGWT and mGS308A were extracted
with 0.1% dodecyl maltoside in buffer Pm (50 mM HEPES, 140 mM
NaCl and 1 mM MgCl

 

2

 

, pH 6.5) and were purified with a 1D4 anti-
body-conjugated column. Pigment concentrations of mGWT and
mGS308A were determined by absorption spectroscopy. That is,
absorbances at the maxima of the samples were measured and the
values were converted to the pigment concentrations by using
molecular extinction coefficients (

 

ε

 

max

 

). The 

 

ε

 

max

 

 s of the pigments
were estimated relative to that of bovine rhodopsin (42,700, Hong
and Hubbell, 1972; Sakmar 

 

et al

 

., 1989) by using an acid-denatur-
ing method (Sakmar 

 

et al

 

., 1989). The 

 

ε

 

max

 

 values of mGWT and
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mGS308A relative to the value of rhodopsin were 45,500

 

±

 

2500 and
46,800

 

±

 

2000, respectively, indicating that the mutation caused little
difference in the molecular extinction coefficient of the pigment.

The reaction mixture contained 5 nM pigment, 1.25 

 

µ

 

M trans-
ducin and 3 

 

µ

 

M GTP

 

γ

 

S in the buffer (0.01% dodecyl maltoside , 50
mM HEPES, 140 mM NaCl and 1 mM MgCl

 

2

 

, pH 6.5) . Immediately
after preparation of the mixture, it was irradiated with orange light
for 30 s or kept in the dark at 4

 

°

 

C. Then, the sample was incubated
for the selected time in the dark, and an aliquot (10 

 

µ

 

l) was
removed from the sample, added to 250 

 

µ

 

l of stop solution (20 mM
Tris/Cl, 100 mM NaCl, 25 mM MgCl

 

2

 

, 2 

 

µ

 

M GTP

 

γ

 

S, pH 7.4), and
immediately filtered through a nitrocellulose membrane to trap
[

 

35

 

S]GTP

 

γ

 

S bound to transducin. The amount of [

 

35

 

S]GTP

 

γ

 

S bound
to the membrane was quantified with a liquid scintillation counter
(LS 6000IC, Beckman).

 

Generation of knock-in mice

 

Mouse genomic DNA clones were isolated from the 129SvJ-
derived genomic library, and the clones spanning the exon 5 region
consisting of codon 308 were used to construct the targeting vector.
The exon 5 fragment that contained a S308A point mutation for a
spectral shift and a 37 bp silent mutation neighboring the S308A
mutation site for the discrimination of native and S308A mRNA was
artificially synthesized. For a 5’ linker, we used an 11.2 kb genomic
segment expanding from the 

 

Eco

 

RI site on the 3’ side of exon 2 to
exon 5. At the 3’ end (about 1.5 kb upstream of exon 5), a 

 

loxP

 

-
phosphoglycerate kinase promoter-neomycin photosphotrans-
pherase II (PGK-Neo)-

 

loxP

 

 cassette was inserted for positive selec-
tion of electroporated ES cells by G418, a neomycin analogue. For
a 3’ linker, a 2.7 kb genomic segment expanding from exon 5 to the

 

Eco

 

RI site on the 3’ side of exon 6 was used. At the 3’ end, a her-
pes simplex virus promoter-thymidine kinase (HSV-tk) cassette was
introduced for negative selection by gancyclovir to exclude nonho-
mologous recombinants of electroporated ES cells. The targeting
vector was electroporated to CMTI-1 ES cells (Cell & Molecular
Technologies), and the homologous recombinants were selected.
The knock-in mice were generated by blastocyst injection of the ES
clone (Chisaka and Capecchi, 1991) and were crossed with mice
that express Cre recombinase in order to remove the PGK-Neo
cassette in the targeted genome. Since a knock-in mouse has 129
backgrounds, backcross was performed to generate knock-in mice
of the C57BL/6 background. Mice of ages ranging from 8 to 20
weeks old were used in all of the experiments. The experimental
procedure was carried out in accordance with the guidelines set by
Kyoto University, and was approved by the local committee for the
handling of experimental animals in the Graduate School of Sci-
ence, Kyoto University.

 

Electroretinogram (ERG)

 

The mice were anesthetized with an intraperitoneal injection
of a saline solution containing ketamine and xylazine (13 and 86
mg/kg body weight, respectively). Pupils were dilated with 1%
tropicamide. Body temperature was maintained near 37

 

°

 

C using a
heating pad. An ERG was recorded from the corneal surface with
a coiled gold-wire that made contact with a thin layer of 1% meth-
ylcellulose (Mears 

 

et al

 

., 2001). A similar wire placed in the con-
junctival sac and a needle electrode inserted in the tail served as
the reference and ground electrodes, respectively. Signals were
amplified by an ML135 Dual Bio Amp (ADInstruments Pty Ltd),
bandpass-filtered at 0.1–1000 Hz, sampled at 4 kHz, and then
stored in a computer.

We elicited photopic cone ERGs on a rod-suppressing 96 cd/
m

 

2

 

 halogen background light which suppressed almost all the rod
components but not UV and green cone components (Lyubarsky 

 

et
al

 

., 1999). It should be noted that the halogen lamp suppressed the
green cone response more than the UV cone response because of
its spectral characters. To detect a spectral shift that resulted in the

S308A knock-in, we utilized 470 nm, 520 nm, and 570 nm mono-
chromatic lights for light stimuli. Spectral sensitivities were signifi-
cantly different at 470 nm and 570 nm, between Green WT and
S308A pigments, while they were equivalent at 520 nm (isosbestic
point). Strobe flash stimuli (Nikon, SB-80DX) presented in a Gan-
zfeld bowl (Mayo Corporation, Nagoya) were limited to 470 nm, 520
nm, and 570 nm, using narrow-band interference filters (normalized
half-bandwidth of 10 nm, Edmund). To avoid the time-dependent
amplitude change due to the light adaptation of rods and cones, we
used stimulation of three monochromatic lights with duration of 20
s. This protocol allowed us to neglect the time-dependent amplitude
change but would not allow for the equilibration of photon density
for each stimulus. The maximum photon flux densities at the pupil
plane for limited light flashes were 157,000, 213,000, and 234,000
photons/

 

µ

 

m

 

2

 

 for 470 nm, 520 nm, and 570 nm stimuli, respectively.
We confirmed that the ERG for these lights did show a response
amplitude lower than half of the amplitudes of saturated responses
(data not shown).

Although photon flux density was not identical among these
three stimuli, we compared the spectral sensitivities for 470 nm and
570 nm light stimuli by normalizing the amplitude at the isosbestic
point (520 nm). The b-wave amplitudes are dependent on the pho-
toisomerization number (

 

Φ

 

(

 

λ

 

)) of the photoreceptors (Lyubarsky 

 

et
al

 

., 1999). If the amounts of visual pigments are the same between
the wild-type and mutant animals, the numbers of the activated
wildtype and S308A photoreceptors should be the same at the isos-
bestic point (

 

λ

 

=520 nm), where the absorption of the two pigments
is equivalent. The amplitude ratios (470/520 and 570/520) repre-
sented differences in sensitivity for the reference stimuli.

 

Single cell recordings from retinal ganglion cells

 

The whole-cell recordings were performed as previously
reported (Matsui 

 

et al

 

., 2001). The eyes were enucleated, and the
dorsal retina was sliced into 200 

 

µ

 

m thick sections. The electrode
resistance was 6 ~ 9 M

 

Ω

 

 in the extracellular control solution (120
mM NaCl, 3.1 mM KCl, 2 mM CaCl

 

2

 

, 1 mM MgSO

 

4

 

, 23 mM
NaHCO

 

3

 

, 0.5 mM KH

 

2

 

PO

 

4

 

 and 6 mM glucose, saturated with 95%
O

 

2

 

-5% CO

 

2

 

, pH ~7.6) when pipettes were filled with the intracellular
solution (135 mM K-gluconate, 3 mM KCl, 0.5 mM EGTA, 10 mM
HEPES, 2.5 mM MgCl

 

2

 

, 2 mM ATP disodium salt, and 0.5 mM GTP
and 0.1% Lucifer yellow dipotassium salt, pH 7.6 with KOH). Light-
evoked responses were recorded from cells in the ganglion cell
layer under whole cell voltage-clamp. In some cells, the recording
configuration was switched from the voltage clamp mode to the cur-
rent clamp mode. Both current and voltage were low-pass-filtered
(1 kHz to 5 kHz), digitized at two times the filtering frequency with
a digitizer board (Digidata 1200B, Axon Instruments), and then
stored in a computer. In order to isolate the cone-driven responses,
the slices were continuously illuminated by a 520 nm LED (Toyoda
Gosei, E1L53-3G) through a condenser lens and a diffuser to sat-
urate the rod responses. The cone responses were evoked by a
high intensity LED (NICHIA Corporation, NSPW500S) through the
narrow-band interference filters (

 

λ

 

max

 

: 470 nm, 520 nm, and 570
nm). We measured the light intensities with a Digi-Ana Power Meter
PM245 (NEOARK Corporation, Tokyo). The photon flux densities
were set to 30,400, 154,000, 153,800, and 154,200 photons/sec/

 

µ

 

m

 

2

 

 for background and 470 nm, 520 nm, and 570 nm for light stim-
uli. The light flash was applied for 0.5 sec with 1.5 sec inter-stimulus
intervals, and several responses were averaged.

 

In situ

 

 hybridization and immunostaining

 

Digoxigenin-UTP riboprobes specific for the mouse Green wild-
type and the S308A mRNA were prepared from the 160 bp region
spanning 864–1023 bp that includes the 37 bp silent mutation (see
Fig. 2B) of exon 5 and the 5’ portion of exon 6. Hybridization of the
retinal flat mounts was performed according to Bruhn 

 

et al.

 

 (Bruhn
and Cepko, 1996) with a few minor modifications. We used Scion
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image software (Scion Corporation) to count the hybridization-pos-
itive signals. For serial sections, the hybridization was performed
according to Wilkinson (1992) with a few minor modifications. The
eyes were enucleated after orientation, and fixed in phosphate
buffer (PB) containing 2% paraformaldehyde for 2 ~ 4 hours at 4°C.
After being embedded in the OCT compound (Tissue-Tek), 7 µm
frozen sections were collected. Hybridizations were carried out at
72°C for 18 hours, and posthybridization was conducted under
highly stringent conditions. The probe was detected with alkaline
phosphatase-conjugated antibody to digoxigenin. For immunostain-
ing, 10 µm frozen sections were labeled with rabbit polyclonal anti-
mouse Green opsin antibody (1:1000, MBL, Nagoya), and then
were incubated with Alexa Fluor 546 goat anti-rabbit IgG (Molecular
Probes) to reveal the primary antibody.

RESULTS

Molecular properties of the mouse Green S308A pigment
Wild-type mice having S and L cone pigments are max-

imally sensitive to UV (355 nm) and Green (508 nm) lights,
respectively (Sun et al., 1997; Yokoyama et al., 1998), and
show dichromatic color vision (Jacobs et al., 1991, 2004;
Lyubarsky et al., 1999). We focused on the Ser/Ala at posi-
tion 308 (Sun et al., 1997) of the L pigment, because this
substitution exhibited the largest spectral shift among previ-
ously reported amino acid residues responsible for spectral
tuning of L pigments (Yokoyama and Yokoyama, 1990;

Fig. 1. Molecular properties of mouse Green wild-type and S308A pigments. A: Absorption spectra of pigments solubilized by the buffer sup-
plemented with 0.75% CHAPS and 0.8 mg/ml PC and purified by an antibody-conjugated column. Absorption maxima (λmax) of UV pigments
(mUV), rhodopsin (mRho), wild-type Green (mGWT), and the S308A (mGS308A) were located at 360 nm, 500 nm, 510 nm, and 534 nm,
respectively. B: Photosensitivity of mGWT (square) and mGS308A (triangle) at 520 nm. The pigments were irradiated with a 520 nm light in the
presence of 1 mM hydroxylamine at 2°C. The decreases in absorbance at 520 nm were then plotted as functions of the irradiation time. The
data points were fitted with exponential curves with time constants of 103 s (mGWT) and 102 s (mGS308A), respectively. Note that the ratio of
time constants correlated relative photosensitivities between the two pigments and it is evident from the values that these two pigments exhib-
ited identical photosensitivities. C: Course of thermal conversion from meta-II to meta-III intermediates of mGWT (square) and mGS308A (tri-
angle). The pigment samples (0.04 O.D.) were irradiated with yellow light (>540 nm) at 2°C, and increases in absorbance at 480 nm due to the
formation of meta-III from meta-II were plotted. The data points were fitted with exponential curves. The time constants were 50±9.3 s (n=3) in
mGWT and 42±6.4 s (n=3) in mGS308A, respectively. D: Time-course of G-protein activation of mGWT (square) and mGS308A (triangle) at
4°C. A radionucleotide filter binding assay, which measures a light-dependent GDP/GTPγS exchange by G protein, was carried out. The
amount of GTPγS-bound transducin of un-irradiated (closed symbols) and irradiated pigments (open symbols) were plotted. E: Hydroxylamine
sensitivities of mGWT (square), mGS308A (triangle) and mRho (circle). Absorption spectra of the pigments were continuously recorded after
addition of a neutralized hydroxylamine (100 mM final concentration) into the pigment samples at 20°C. The decrease in absorbance at λmax

was plotted against time after addition of hydroxylamine. The lines are the fitted exponential curves with time constants of 38.5 min (mGWT),
4.8 min (mGS308A) and 10819 (mRho) min, respectively. The inset shows four representative spectra taken before and after the addition of
hydroxylamine to the mGS308A sample. Trace 1, before addition of hydroxylamine; traces 2 to 4, 2.5 min, 5 min and 60 min after addition of
hydroxylamine.
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Neitz et al., 1991; Asenjo et al., 1994; Sun et al., 1997). The
absorption spectrum and molecular properties of the S308A
Green pigment were examined using a preparation
expressed in cultured cells. First, we confirmed that the
S308A (mGS308A) pigment exhibited an absorption maxi-
mum at 534 nm, which was 24 nm red-shifted from that of
the wild-type (mGWT, 510 nm, Fig. 1A). Second, we con-
firmed that the photosensitivities of the pigments at 520 nm
were identical with each other (Fig. 1B). It should be noted
that 520 nm was the isosbestic point of the spectra of the
two pigments when they were normalized at the maxima
(Fig. 1A), indicating that these two pigments exhibited
molecular extinction coefficients almost identical to each
other (see the Method section). Third, we investigated the
course of conversion from meta-II (G protein activating
state) to meta-III by monitoring the changes in absorbance
at 480 nm (Fig. 1C). The decay time constants of meta-II
(and thus the formation rate of meta-III) in mGWT and
mGS308A were 83±18 and 99±17 s at 2°C, which were sig-
nificantly smaller than that of mouse rhodopsin (4,170 s,
data not shown). Fourth, we examined light-induced G pro-
tein activation of mGWT and mGS308A, and found that the
mGS308A exhibited G protein activation efficiency slightly
but not significantly larger than that of mGWT (Fig. 1D),
which was ~5 times less than that of rhodopsin (data not
shown). Part of the reduced efficiency in wild-type was prob-
ably due to the fast decay of meta-II compared to that of
rhodopsin (Imai et al., 1997; Starace and Knox, 1997; Babu
et al., 2001; Tachibanaki et al., 2001; Das et al., 2004) as
evidenced by spectroscopy (Fig. 1C). Finally, like other cone
pigments, mGWT and mGS308A pigments were much more
susceptible to high concentrations of hydroxylamine than
rhodopsin and easily bleached in the dark (Fig. 1E). These
results indicated that the point mutation at this position did
not disturb the molecular properties of the Green pigment as
a cone pigment. Based on this observation, we decided to
generate the knock-in mice carrying the S308A substitution
on the Green opsin allele (Fig. 2).

Knock-in constructs
The targeting vector (Fig. 2A, B) was electroporated

into ES cell lines, and one of the 216 ES clones was identi-
fied as a homologous recombinant by G418, gancyclovir
selection, and Southern blotting analysis (Fig. 2C). The
knock-in mice were generated by blastocyst injection of the
ES clones, and it was confirmed that the knock-in gene was
viable and fertile. Since the targeted gene is X-linked, we
hereafter refer to the two genotypes of hemizygous males
as Sy and Ay (S, A, and y represent Ser, Ala, and Y-chro-
mosome, respectively) and homozygous and heterozygous
females as SS, SA, and AA. Here, Sy and SS represent
genotypes of male and female wild-types, respectively, and

Fig. 2. Gene targeting to create the S308A knock-in mice. A: Diagram of homologous recombination (knock-in) to target the Green opsin
allele. The filled boxes represent exons. Restriction endonuclease cleavage sites: E, EcoRI; B, BamHI; RV, EcoRV. Scale bar, 1 kb. Upper:
wild-type mouse Green gene allele. Middle: targeting vector. Gray box, targeted exon 5 including the S308A amino acid substitution and the 37
bp nucleotide substitution that do not change the amino acid sequences; PGK-Neo (reversed character) and filled triangles, a cassette of pos-
itive selection; HSV-tk, a cassette for negative selection. The numbers on both sides of exon 5 represent the lengths of linker genomic
sequences. Lower: targeted allele. To identify homologous recombinants by Southern blot analysis, the exon 6 region (indicated by bar) was
used for the franking probe. B: Alignments of the exon 5 sequences of wild-type (exon5_WT) and S308A (exon5_S308A). Dots indicate identi-
cal nucleotides. A deduced amino acid sequence of the exon5_WT is represented above the sequence. The boxed square represents codon
308, the Ser to Ala substitution that causes a 24 nm red-shift (this codon number is parallel to that of human Red). Bold characters represent
nucleotide sequences including a 37 bp silent mutation that did not change the amino acid sequence. C: Southern blot of EcoRV-digested
mouse-tail genomic DNA. The exon 6 probe (110 bp) detected a 15.6 kb fragment corresponding to wild-type (SS) and a 17.6 kb fragment cor-
responding to targeted allele (AA). SA mice carrying both alleles exhibit two bands. D: Western blot of protein extracts from 8-week mouse ret-
inas. The polyclonal antibody for the 16-aa N-terminal of the mouse Green pigment detected both the wild-type and the S308A opsins in the 42
kD. The blotting intensities of SA and AA were not significantly different from SS. In C and D, there was no significant difference between sam-
ples from hemizygote males and homozygote females (Sy males and SS females, and Ay males and AA females). E and F: Immunostaining
with the N-terminal antibody of the mouse Green pigment of SS (E) and AA (F) retinas.
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SA is the heterozygote female that is expected to express
three kinds of cone pigments with different spectral sensitiv-
ities.

To check the expression level of the knock-in protein,
we performed Western blotting analysis of the retinal homo-
genates using an anti-mouse Green N-terminus antibody
that recognizes both native and S308A pigments. The blot-
ting patterns were similar in size and intensity among Sy/SS
(WT), SA, and Ay/AA retinas (Fig. 2D). We also compared
morphologies of entire retinas and cone cells between wild-
type and knock-in mice. We could not find any differences
in the thickness of retinal layers or the length of the cone
outer segments (Figs. 2E and 2F). Therefore, we concluded
that the introduction of the S308A substitution as well as the
silent mutations did not affect retinal organization and devel-
opment.

ERG measurements
To examine whether or not the photoreceptor cells

expressing S308A pigments functioned properly, we
recorded electroretinograms (ERG) of wild-type and knock-
in mice by illumination with monochromatic lights (470 nm,
520 nm, and 570 nm) under conditions where rod-evoked
responses were saturated by a background light. Since the
amplitudes of the cone a-waves that resulted from photore-
ceptor hyperpolarization were too small to be quantified, we
compared the response amplitudes of the cone b-waves,
because the action spectrum for the cone-driven b-wave
reflected the well-established UV and Green cone pigments
(Jacobs et al., 1991; Lyubarsky et al., 1999).

Based on the absorption spectra of mGWT and
mGS308A pigments (Fig. 1A), the response amplitude to
520 nm light should be larger than those to 470 nm and 570
nm lights in each genotype, and it should be equivalent
among the genotypes because the two pigments absorb
520 nm light equally. In fact, the response amplitudes of the
b-wave to 520 nm light were indistinguishable between
every genotype and larger than that evoked by other lights
depending on the genotype (see Fig. 3A and its legend). In
the Sy/SS (WT) mice, the response amplitude to 570 nm
light was smaller than those to other two lights, while the lat-
ter two were similar. In Ay/AA mice, the response amplitude
to 470 nm light was smaller than those to the other two
lights. There was no difference in the response amplitude
between hemizygote males and homozygote females.
Because b-waves are mainly derived from ON bipolar cells,
the response patterns of the amplitudes from these geno-
types indicated that the spectral shift caused by the S308A
pigment was processed to the second order neurons. In SA
mice, the response amplitudes to 470 nm and 570 nm lights
were equivalent.

To quantify the spectral sensitivity altered by the
expression ratio of native and S308A pigments, b-wave
amplitude ratios (470/520 and 570/520), normalized by the
isosbestic point (520 nm, Fig. 1A), were compared. The ratio
averages in the SA mice were placed in the middle of the

ratio averages of Sy/SS (WT) and Ay/AA (Fig. 3B). In addi-
tion, there were no significant differences in the value of
variance among Sy/AA (WT), SA and Ay/AA (see legend in
Fig. 3B), suggesting that individual variation in the ratio of
native and S308A Green cones in the retinas of SA mice is
not so large.

Ganglion cell responses
Next, we examined the light responses of ganglion cells

under the whole cell clamp. The rod inputs were saturated
by the background light. The three monochromatic lights
used in ERG recording were applied as light stimuli after cal-
ibrating their photon flux densities. The intensities of back-
ground and stimulus lights in this experiment were equiva-
lent to those previously used in usual cone ERG recordings
(Lyubarsky et al., 1999).

We randomly selected cells located in the ganglion cell
layer. The recorded cells were categorized into ganglion
cells (ON, OFF, and ON-OFF types) and displaced ama-
crine cells based on the waveform of excitatory postsynaptic
current (EPSC) and spikes during illumination (Matsui et al.,
2001). Of approximately 30 cells examined for each geno-
type, we analyzed the responses of ON transient type gan-
glion cells in each genotype. The dendritic fields of recorded
cells revealed by Lucifer yellow staining were approximately
150 µm in diameter in all genotypes. Therefore, it is likely
that the analyzed cells may belong to a homogeneous mor-
phological class.

Fig. 3C shows typical current responses of ON transient
ganglion cells under the voltage clamp. Responses reached
a peak at 20 ~ 50 ms after the onset of light and decayed
to a sustained level during 500 ms illumination. There was
some relationship between the response profile measured in
current clamp mode and that measured in voltage clamp
mode. That is, spike frequency in the current clamp mode
(Fig. 3C, bottom traces) reflected the amplitude of current
responses (Fig. 3C, upper three traces). Therefore, we
examined the peak amplitudes of the current responses
evoked by different wavelengths in the voltage clamp mode
in detail. In most cells, the largest response was evoked by
the 520 nm light. This observation is consistent with the data
that the 520 nm absorbance is higher than the 470 nm or
570 nm absorbances in both mGWT and mGS308A Green
pigments. In the Sy/SS (WT) mice, the 470 nm light evoked
a larger peak amplitude and a higher spike frequency (data
not shown) than the 570 nm light, while in the Ay/AA mice,
the 570 nm light evoked larger responses (Fig. 3C). The
ratios of peak amplitudes evoked by 470 nm and 570 nm to
that evoked by 520 nm (470/520 and 570/520) were scat-
tered compared with those measured in ERG. This is prob-
ably due to the difference in subtypes of ON transient gan-
glion cells (Kong et al., 2005) or feedback/forward
modification in inner plexiform layer cells (Lukasiewicz and
Shields, 1998; Roska et al., 2000; Matsui et al., 2001).
There were no differences in response properties between
hemizygote males and homozygote females. The response
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Fig. 3. Electroretinogram and patch clamp ganglion cell recordings evoked by 470 nm, 520 nm, and 570 nm monochromatic light stimuli. A:
Typical response families of ERG in genetically identified Sy/SS (WT), SA, and Ay/AA mice. The arrows represent light flashes. Each trace is
the average of 30 ~ 40 individual responses. The smooth and thick pastel trace corresponding to each curve color was obtained by a digitally
averaged response with a Gaussian filter with σ=8 ms (bandwidth 16.6 Hz at 3 dB cutoff). The b-wave responses were calculated by subtract-
ing the maximum value (b-wave) from the minimum value (a-wave) of the filtered traces. The averages±SD of the amplitude evoked by 520 nm
light were 116±17 µV, 115±30 µV and 129±27 µV for Sy/SS (n=6), SA (n=5), and Ay/AA (n=6), respectively. It should be noted that the
responses of the UV cone were enhanced in this background light condition. This resulted in the enhancement of response to 470 nm blue light
in all genotypes compared to the expected amplitude calculated from the spectra of the pigments. B: The ratios of the b-wave amplitudes
evoked by the 470 nm and 570 nm light stimuli were normalized to that of the 520 nm (isosbestic point of the two pigments) light stimulus. The
values of 470/520 were 1.01±0.05, 0.95±0.05 and 0.82±0.06 for Sy/SS (n=6), SA (n=5), and Ay/AA (n=6), respectively. The values of 570/520
were 0.81±0.07, 0.92±0.04 and 0.99±0.03 for Sy/SS, SA, and Ay/AA, respectively. A Student’s t-test between the Sy/SS and Ay/AA ratios
showed significant levels (p<0.001), and an ANOVA test of all genotypes showed a significant difference (p<0.005). An F-test between the
variances of 470/520 in Sy/SS and SA showed a significant level (p=0.01), but an F-test between the variances of 570/520 in Ay/AA and SA
did not show a significant level (p=0.17). C: Typical current traces from ON ganglion cells from the Sy/SS (WT, No. 105), SA (No. 89), and Ay/
AA (No. 106) mice. Horizontal and vertical scale bars indicate 100 ms and 50 pA, respectively. The top trace illustrates the light stimulus (500
ms). The bottom trace indicates the spike train recorded from the Ay/AA cell under a current clump. The insets show enlarged current traces
around the peak amplitudes (30 ms ~ 70 ms). D: Peak amplitude ratios of responses generated by three monochromatic lights of each gan-
glion cell examined. The average±SDs of 470/520 were 0.91±0.10, 0.81±0.07, and 0.70±0.16 for Sy/SS (n=11), SA (n=13), and Ay/AA (n=9)
mice, respectively. The values of 570/520 were 0.70±0.12, 0.81±0.10, and 0.89±0.10 for Sy/SS, SA, and Ay/AA mice, respectively. The differ-
ence between Sy/SS and Ay/AA ratios was quite significant (p<0.002; Student’s t-test). The difference among all genotypes was also signifi-
cant (p<0.005).
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Fig. 5. Gene specific in situ hybridization in SA retinas using adjacent serial sections. A and B: Hybridization images of retinal flat mounts
observed in a narrow field of view. Local assembly of hybridization signals in a diameter of approximately 30 µm was found. The white circle
(30 µm in diameter) represents the local assembly of specific cone-types. C: Hybridization signal ratios of 308S (circle) and 308A (triangle)
probes in SA mice normalized to that of SS mice. We scanned a circle in several diameters along the field of view of hybridization images
(860×680 µm) and counted signals within the circle. The 5 highest values were averaged and normalized to those measured in SS mice. D and
E: 7 µm serial sections from 8-week mice were hybridized with either 308S or 308A probes, respectively. The hybridization signals of each
probe were not continuous. F: The merged image of D and E after conversion of the signal color of the S308A section to a green color. The
image showed that the two hybridization signals did not overlap. The scale bar: 30 µm.

Fig. 4. Spatial distribution of the native and S308A Green cone
cells in SA retinas. To visualize the expression patterns of the
two mRNAs, in situ hybridization was performed using retinal flat
mounts from 8-week mice (A–F). Hybridization images were
taken from the dorsal regions of the retinas. Two 160 bp probes
that were specific to wild-type and the S308A mRNA were
hybridized. The first (A, C, and E) and the second (B, D, and F)
columns represent hybridizations with the wild-type (308S) and
the S308A (308A) specific probes, respectively. The scale bar:
100 µm. G: The average±standard deviation (SD) of signal den-
sities of hybridization-positive cells from each genotype. In Sy/
SS retinas, the value of 308S cells was 7773±849 cells/mm2

(n=4). In Ay/AA retinas, the value of 308A cells was 7615±1091
cells/mm2 (n=4). In SA, the values of 308S and 308A cells were
3636±435 cells/mm2 and 3786±471 cells/mm2 (n=4), respec-
tively.
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amplitude obtained from the SA mice was between that of
the Sy/SS (WT) and Ay/AA mice, but whether 470 nm or
570 nm light evoked larger response varied in each ganglion
cell examined. Namely, of the ganglion cells in SA retinas,
there was no tendency for either 470/520 or 570/520 to
become large (Fig. 3D). These facts suggest individual vari-
ance in cone inputs within the receptive field of ganglion
cells examined.

Patch-like clusters of native and S308A Green cone cells
in SA mice

Individual variance of spectral sensitivity in ganglion
cells of SA retinas indicates that spatial distribution of spe-
cific cone-types is not uniform. Since the Green gene allele
is X-linked, either gene is expressed in each cone cell by X-
inactivation. In order to examine the expression of both
opsin gene products in the SA mice, we visualized the two
mRNAs by in situ hybridization.

For hybridization, 100 bp regions around codon 308,
where the 37 bp silent nucleotide mutation was inserted,
were used as the probe to separately visualize wild-type and
S308A mRNAs. Since the hybridization signal was found to
be weak with the use of the 100 bp probe alone during the
initial hybridization experiments, we appended a 60 bp frag-
ment at the 5’ side of exon 6 to the initial probe. After con-
firming probe specificity by dot blot hybridization, in situ
hybridization was performed. In the retinal flat mounts from
the SS and AA retinas, hybridization signals were only
detected in the specific probes (Figs. 4A–D), indicating that
the probes were specifically hybridized (hybridization strin-
gency; see Materials and Methods). Intensities of the two
hybridization-positive signals were dorsal-ventral gradient,
and the signal densities (Fig. 4G) obtained from hybridiza-
tion-positive cells were similar to those reported previously
(Jeon et al., 1998). In the SA retina, both hybridization sig-
nals emerged (Figs. 4E and 4F), and the number of hybrid-
ization-positive signals were halved compared to the Sy/SS
(WT) and Ay/AA retinas (Fig. 4G).

Next, we investigated spatial distribution of specific
cone-types in SA retinas. In expanded images of the retinal
flat mounts (Figs. 5A and 5B), it was found that the hybrid-
ization signals from the same cone-types were not uniformly
distributed. We therefore measured the cone density in a
variety of ranges and normalized the number to that of the
SS retinas (Fig. 5C). A circle of various diameters was
scanned along the image, and hybridization positive signals
within were counted. The five highest values were aver-
aged, which represents the highest cone density of each
range. As a result, the value measured in the large range
was almost 0.5, while the value was one when measured up
to 30 µm diameter. This observation indicated that the cone
density of specific cone-types was equivalent between SS/
AA and SA retinas within 30 µm in diameter and that local
assembly of specific cone-types existed. To evaluate the
spatial distribution more precisely, adjacent serial sections
(7 µm) were stained with either of the two probes (Fig. 5D

and 5E), and the images were merged (Fig. 5F). The signals
did not overlap, indicating that either native or S308A pig-
ment was expressed in each cone cell due to X- inactivation.
In addition, the signals of one cone-type formed patch-like
clusters that were exclusive from another cone-type. The
local assembly derived from X-inactivation was reported as
in rod cells (rod columnar mosaics), which was visualized by
transgenic mice with lacZ reporter gene on X-chromosome
(Reese et al., 1995). Since each columnar mosaic resulted
from proliferation of the rod precursor after X-inactivation,
the patch-like clusters in this study would be generated by
the similar developmental mechanism. It is suggested that
spatial distribution contributes to the individual variance
observed in ganglion cell recording from SA retinas.

DISCUSSION

In the present study, we introduced a S308A amino acid
substitution into the wild-type L opsin (Green) gene. While
the λmax of the pigment was 24 nm red-shifted by the muta-
tion, other pigment properties including photosensitivity
were not so disturbed (Fig. 1). Furthermore, there were no
differences in the length of the outer segments and the ret-
inal layer morphology between wild-type and knock-in mice.
These results suggested that sufficient efficiency in the pho-
totransduction cascade was achieved in mutant cone cells
as in wild-type. In fact, amplitudes of ERG evoked by 520
nm (isosbestic point) light were identical between Sy/SS
(WT) and Ay/AA mice (Fig. 3A). However, the amplitudes of
ERG evoked by 470 nm and 570 nm light reflected the spec-
tral properties of the pigments contained in the respective
mice. These observations clearly showed that the S308A
pigments can function in the photoreceptor cells as red-
shifted L pigments. Therefore, we successfully generated
knock-in mice having two kinds of cone cells that exhibited
different spectral sensitivity.

Since the Green gene is located on the X-chromosome,
the cone cells of the heterozygote (SA) females should
express either wild-type or S308A Green pigments ran-
domly, because there is no maternal/paternal preference in
X-inactivation in retinas (Mollon et al., 1984). In fact, the
response ratios (470/520 and 570/520) of ERG were mid-
way between those of Sy/SS (WT) and Ay/AA, and the SD
values were equivalent to those of Sy/SS and Ay/AA. This
result indicated that the number of cells of native and S308A
Green cone cells was almost equal, which was confirmed by
the in situ hybridization (Fig. 4G). Also, this trend is consis-
tent with previously reported data that about 50% of retinal
cells are stained by X-gal in female mice carrying a lacZ
transgene on a single X-chromosome (Reese et al., 1995,
1999; Reese and Tan, 1998; Reese and Galli-Resta, 2002).

ON ganglion cells of SA mice exhibited the largest
responses when they were irradiated with 520 nm light, but
the responses evoked by 470 nm or 570 nm irradiation rel-
ative to those evoked by 520 nm irradiation were variable in
each cell. These observations could be due to the arrange-
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ments of native and S308A Green cone cells in the retinas
by X-inactivation. Because a cluster of respective cone cells
was about 30 µm in diameter, which was shown by the
hybridization images in Fig. 5, approximately 25 clusters
would be included in the dendritic fields of the ganglion cells
(150 µm in diameter). Thus the number of clusters of each
cone-type covered by the ganglion cell was 8 ~ 16 out of the
total number of the clusters (25), when the binominal prob-
ability distribution was set to the 95% range. In this case,
each ganglion cell tended to show preference in conver-
gence of native and S308A cone clusters. Our observation
that amplitudes of response evoked by 470 nm and 570 nm
lights were variable in each ganglion cell is in good agree-
ment with the morphological data considering the local clus-
ters of specific cone-types. If the cluster of each cone-type
were not present, that is, each cone cell distributed ran-
domly, the ratio of photosensitivity between 470 nm and 570
nm in each ganglion cell was 1: 1 within 95% binominal
probability distribution. Therefore, the ganglion cell
responses clearly showed the formation of cone clusters in
the retinas of SA mice.

The native and S308A Green cone mosaics by X-inac-
tivation were clearly visualized by in situ hybridization using
specific probes for wild-type and S308A mRNAs. For such
spatial distribution, it would be necessary for X-inactivation
to occur before proliferation and migration of cone precur-
sors. Cone cells are thought to be born between E11 and
E15 (Carter-Dawson and LaVail, 1979), and develop from
ventricular cells when a long vitreal process fails to develop
following final mitosis (Hinds and Hinds, 1979). On the other
hand, transcription of Xist, which is thought to be a trigger
gene of X-inactivation, is found at E12.5 in outer neuroblas-
tic layer where cone progenitors are located (Blackshaw et
al., 2004). In addition, transcription of photoreceptor specific
nuclear receptor Nr2e3 is found from E16.5 (Cheng et al.,
2004) that is considered to suppress cone proliferation
(Chen et al., 2005). Therefore, the cone clusters would be
generated by X-inactivation after E14 and hereafter prolifer-
ation of cone precursor occurs until E18.

In order to investigate the molecular basis of color
vision in primates, the use of genetically engineered mice
has been reported. First, transgenic mice with human Red
cDNA were generated (Shaaban et al., 1998), where the
Red pigments are co-expressed in all cone cells. These
experiments also showed that the expressed pigments can
function as the native pigments in the cells to broaden the
spectral sensitivities of the cone cells. Then, during the
course of our electrophysiological experiments, there were
reports of knock-in mice whose Green gene locus was par-
tially replaced by human Red cDNA (Smallwood et al.,
2003). In their knock-in construct, the 3’ portion of the
human Red cDNA (corresponding to amino acids 98–364 in
the human numbering system) was introduced into the exon
2 of the mouse Green locus, that is, they disturbed the exon-
intron arrangement from exon 2 to 6. They showed that the
knock-in Red pigment is expressed in respective cone cells

exclusively from the native Green pigments, but, in multi-
electrode recordings, responses derived from native Green
cone cells are dominant in the heterozygotes. The amplitude
of the ERG responses shows large individual variance in the
ratio of Red:Green cone cells. Since the variance was not
observed in our knock-in mice, the difference may be
ascribed to the difference in knock-in construct.

Our knock-in mice expressed two kinds of L cone pig-
ments with distinct spectral sensitivities in a mutually exclu-
sive manner in respective cone cells due to random X-inac-
tivation in retinal cells as seen in New World primates. It was
reported that, in wild-type mice, UV (S) and Green (L)
opsins are co-expressed in cone cells and that the degree
of expression shows spatial gradient in the dorsal-ventral
coordinate (Applebury et al., 2000). However, our recent
investigations showed that cone cells expressing only L pig-
ments dominated in the dorsal half of retinas and that most
UV-expressing cone cells contained less than 10% L pig-
ments (UV dominant) (AO, HI and YS, unpublished data).
Therefore, it is expected that in the dorsal halves of retinas
in SA mice, three kinds of cone cells exist: UV, native Green
and S308A Green. Unlike the anthropoid retina, the mouse
retina has no fovea, thus the arrangement of three kinds of
cone cells with different spectral sensitivities in the retinas
of the knock-in mice would be similar to that found in the
peripheral region of the retinas of New World primates.
Although spatial distribution of two polymorphic L cone cells
has not been reported in the peripheral retinas in New World
primates thus far, our observation in SA mice strongly sug-
gested the presence of the cone cell clusters in the New
World primates due to X-inactivation machinery. The mor-
phology and physiology of retinal ganglion cells are similar
in New and Old World primates (reviewed in Silveira et al.,
2004), and their dendritic fields are similar to those we
observed in the mice. In the macaque peripheral retina (20
~ 50° of eccentricity), Martin et al. (2001) found that 80% of
midget ganglion cells are color opponent, which is consis-
tent with a “selective connection” model (Lee et al., 1998;
Martin et al., 2001; Kolb and Marshak, 2003) of Red-Green
opponency that hypothesizes cone type-specific connec-
tions. It is plausible that the opponency emerges in the
peripheral retina of the New World primates due to the cone
type-specific patches generated by X-inactivation. Thus our
mice would be one of the models for exploration of the
genes and proteins responsible for the opponency in periph-
eral retina of the New World primates. Also, our mice can
be used as a model for elucidation of the evolution of visual
systems from mammals to primates.
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